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Rich in Dickensian flavor and packed with fascinating historical details, this compelling alternate-history novel by the author of "The Year of the Hangman" takes readers into the plot to
assassinate President Lincoln.
An ancient highlander who's never been allowed to love. A modern woman who keeps men at arm's length. Can their passion overcome their pasts? Althea Jarden's botanical fieldwork keeps
her happily busy, but it has kept her from relationships as well-by design. Because deep passions can overwhelm her, she concluded long ago that a conventional life was not for her. She's
learned to depend on herself. But all the self-reliance in the world can't prepare her for being taken to ancient Scotland and what she finds there. Chieftain Brennus Skaraven would like nothing
better than to remain dead, his legendary clan buried and forgotten. Anything would be preferable to suffering the manipulations of the druids. But when a strange lass comes crashing into his
life, he discovers more than a reason to live. He finds the one thing that had always been denied to him and his kind-love.
All hell breaks loose in Meljean Brook's erotic, supernatural debut novel. Lilith, a demon, has spent 2,000 years tempting men and guaranteeing their eventual damnation. That is, until she
meets her greatest temptation: the man whose life mission has been to kill her.
LachlanCreatespace Independent Publishing Platform
Wolfsangel
Arctic Exposure
Mistress of Misfortune (Dredthorne Hall Book 1)
Tormod (Immortal Highlander Book 4)
A Medieval Scottish Romance

When a modern day archaeologist lands in medieval Scotland, she leaves behind the one thing that might truly help-her memory. But Jema McShane doesn't make the trip alone. Her twin brother Gavin falls
through time with her. Separated immediately, Gavin must fend for himself. But Jema lands in the powerful arms of the only Viking member of the McDonnel clan, Tormod. The giant Norseman can scarcely
believe how the fates have favored him. His only desire is to protect the strange and beautiful woman, even if it means keeping her existence a secret. But for Gavin, the fates have a different path in store. His
world becomes one of darkness, the likes of which he has never known.
The Final Battle... The only thing standing between the evil of Morgan le Fay and plunging the world into the depths of unending darkness is a beggar and his love for another man. Struggling to feel worthy,
Gawain knows some sins can never be forgiven. He may be considered a knight, but his past was never so noble, and the fear he won't ever have a future is one he can never let go. Imprisoned for over fifteen
hundred years, Galahad knows that freedom can be an illusion, especially if the only way to defeat the witch is by staying caged for eternity. And then maybe nothing, not even Gawain's love, can free the chains
around his heart.
Enter a world of timeless seduction, of ancient intrigue and modern-day passion. Enter the dazzling world of Karen Marie Moning, whose acclaimed Highlander novels have captivated readers, spanning the
continents and the centuries, bringing ancient Scotland vividly to life. In a novel brimming with time-travel adventure and sensual heat, the bestselling author of The Dark Highlander delivers a love story that
will hold you in thrall—and a hero you will most certainly never forget. BEWARE: lethally seductive alpha male of immense strength, do not look at him. Do not touch him. Do not be tempted. Do not be
seduced. With his long, black hair and dark, mesmerizing eyes, Adam Black is Trouble with a capital T. Immortal, arrogant, and intensely sensual, he is the consummate seducer, free to roam across time and
continents in pursuit of his insatiable desires. That is, until a curse strips him of his immortality and makes him invisible, a cruel fate for so irresistible a man. With his very life at stake, Adam’s only hope for
survival is in the hands of the one woman who can actually see him. Enter law student Gabrielle O’Callaghan, who is cursed with the ability to see both worlds: Mortal and Faery. From the moment she lays eyes
on this stunning male, Gabby is certain of one thing: He could be her undoing. Thus begins a long, dangerous seduction. Because despite his powerful strength and unquenchable hungers, Adam refuses to take a
woman by force. Instead, he will tease his way into Gabby’s bed and make her want him just as he wants her. Now, no matter how hard Gabby tries to avoid him, Adam is everywhere, invisible to all but
her—perched atop her office cubicle in too-tight jeans, whispering softly from behind the stacks of the law library, stealing her breath away with his knowing smile…all the while tempting her with the promise of
unimaginable pleasure in his arms. But soon danger will intrude on this sensual dance. For as Adam’s quest to regain his immortality plunges them into a world of timeless magic and the deadly politics of the
Faery queen’s court, the price of surrender could be their very lives. Unless they can thwart the conspiracy that threatens both mortal and Faery realms…and give them a shot at a destiny few mortals ever know:
glorious, wondrous, endless love.
She’s my enemy...and my mate. For two hundred years, I’ve been the second in command to the Vampire King. It’s my job to predict threats before they happen...but I never saw her coming. Valor Moorehouse
isn’t just the daughter of our greatest enemy, she’s a real pain in the ass, and according to the mark that just appeared—my mate. My head warns me against her captivating eyes, her sharp tongue, her delectable
scent. But my heart? It demands to protect and claim. I’m everything she was raised to hate, and she’s everything I can’t trust. She wants me to help rescue her cousin, but we’re in the middle of an all-out war,
and we’re seriously outnumbered. Valor’s inside information may be the key to stopping the enemy...if I can trust her. And if I can’t... I just might be walking into the deadliest trap of my immortal life.
Crimson Highlander
Shards of Time
Kiaran (Immortal Highlander, Clan Mag Raith Book 5)
The Viper
The Clans, Septs & Regiments of the Scottish Highlands
The war for Scotland s sovereignty rages on̶as Robert the Bruce is crowned king and the Highland Guard, his elite fighting force of legendary warriors, battle for land . . . and love.
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Prized for his snakelike stealth and deadly strikes, Lachlan Viper MacRuairi is a warrior to enlist but not to trust. His only loyalty is to his purse, his indifference sealed by bitter betrayal.
All that changes when Lachlan is tasked to protect and deliver Bella MacDuff to the king s coronation̶and the proud, lushly sensual countess unwittingly challenges him to his greatest
battle yet: to love again. Passionate and devoted, Bella has defied Britain s king and her own husband to place the crown on Bruce s head, and for this she pays a terrible price: Losing
her daughter and her freedom to her husband s vengeance. Imprisoned with barbaric cruelty, she vows to reclaim her child, even if it means selling her soul̶and her body̶to a dark,
lethal warrior whose eyes glint like steel, but who makes her skin tingle and her breath race. Together they embark on a rogue mission with sinister twists and turns that threatens not only
Bella s gamble to save her daughter̶but also her heart.
Two lost souls forge something beautiful from something broken. Rachel Ingram is living the dream. Heiress to billions, she's engaged to the perfect man. But with the sudden death of her
parents, her world begins to crumble. When she discovers her new husband's true nature, her life implodes. Evander Talorc is living a nightmare. Traitor to his clan of immortal
highlanders, he lives alone in a remote cottage. But it was not always that way. Once he had given up everything for the sake of his mortal lover. Then she died of the plague. But when he
visits her grave at the center of the sacred grove, he finds the unbelievable. Abandoned and forgotten, Rachel and Evander find each other. But the rest of the world will not let them be.
A wounded warrior and a beautiful English border thief battle treachery, betrayal, and their own warring hearts to satisfy a dangerous, passionate love As the battle at Flodden Field rages,
Lachlan Maclean rides with King James IV of Scotland, sworn to vanquish their English enemies and find redemption for the past that haunts him. But as the battlefield runs red with blood,
Lachlan realizes they re fighting a losing battle. Thrown from his horse, he awakens to find a lovely angel of mercy tending him . . . and no memory of who he is. Once, Kimbra Charlton
rode alongside her husband on daring border raids that targeted English and Scottish alike. Now the desperate widow combs battlefields for anything of value to make sure she and her
young daughter survive. When she stumbles on a wounded soldier, she recognizes the armor and helmet of her people s sworn enemy. A Scotsman killed her husband, yet she can t let
this man die̶nor can the world know his true heritage. It is a secret on which both their lives depend. But as passion ignites between them, they must face the consequences of their
impossible love. Beloved Stranger is the 2nd book in the Scottish Highland series, but you may enjoy reading the series in any order.
A novice nun stolen away by a ruthless clan-chief. The warrior who must turn his back on everything to save her. The emotional tale of a woman in jeopardy and a reformed rogue in
Medieval Scotland. Leanna MacDonald never wanted to become a nun-but it was the only way her father could protect her from the attentions of a cruel man who wanted her as his wife.
However, when Leanna's father unexpectedly dies, her recently widowed former suitor decides he will have her no matter the cost. Ross Campbell has served Clan-chief MacKinnon loyally
for years. But his allegiance is tested when MacKinnon orders him to steal a novice nun away from Kilbride Abbey. Ambitious and arrogant, Ross has worked hard to gain his position as
MacKinnon's right-hand. He doesn't want to tear this young woman away from her cloistered existence, yet he won't risk everything he's worked so hard to obtain. Leanna's abduction is
the turning point in Ross's life. He soon realizes that MacKinnon will ruin this brave, spirited young woman-and when she pleads with him for help, Ross must make a decision. How far will
he take his loyalty to a man who doesn't deserve it? AWOKEN is the dramatic second installment in The Sisters of Kilbride series set in 14th Century Isle of Skye, Scotland.
Second Sight
Brennus (Immortal Highlander, Clan Skaraven Book 1)
Lens of Time (Book 16 of Silver Wood Coven)
The Highlander's Touch
The Recruit
During a battle, a Frenchwoman lands among the clan, a grim harbinger of things to come. For Mariena Douet, actions speak louder than words. At her first opportunity, she puts the clan on notice: no one is to
touch her. To make certain they understand, she deftly steals a blade and draws Mag Raith blood. Broden Mag Raith, who has patiently waited for his lover for months, now can't wait to get away from her. The
gentle woman of his dreams turns out to be a killer. But the clan may come to appreciate her skills when the unthinkable happens: their enemy breaches the castle.
One salacious offer. Two lustful lovers. Three adorable babies. This gorgeous billionaire is about to find out he's got a big, big family on the way… Her: I can't believe I got so lucky. Answering an ad for a 'discreet'
maid led me right to him, Dillon Bradshaw, the ruthless CEO who ruined my life. And I could finally get my revenge. Well he had another surprise for me: He might have laid me off once, But this time he wanted to
lay me! Him: I've always wanted an heir. And this sexy maid seems like the perfect candidate. I made her an offer she couldn't refuse, One million dollars for one baby. No strings attached. Well now she's pregnant,
and she's telling me they're mine… All three of them!
MALCOLM MACDOWYLT sees himself a failed warrior, haunted by the death of the woman he married to become laird of Clan MacGahan. Neither his Viking heritage nor his claim to descend from Norse gods
can restore his confidence in his ability to protect his people. His sister is held captive, her life in jeopardy, and his Magically powerful half brother wants him dead. The last thing he needs is more responsibility, but
that’s exactly what he gets when his Faerie mother-in-law arrives seeking justice for her daughter in the form of an enticing woman from seven hundred years in the future. DANIELLE DEARMON has waited
fifteen years to discover the life she is supposed to live. She just never dreamed she’d end up in the thirteenth century with a handsome Scot bent on saving everyone but himself. With the lives of those most dear to
him hanging in the balance, Malcolm sets out to battle a powerful evil magic, only to learn that the redemption he seeks exists in the arms of the woman he loves.
Acclaimed author Lynn Flewelling brings her beloved Nightrunners series to a close—at least for now—with a thrilling novel of murder, mystery, and magic. The governor of the sacred island of Korous and his
mistress have been killed inside a locked and guarded room. The sole witnesses to the crime—guards who broke down the doors, hearing the screams from within—have gone mad with terror, babbling about ghosts
. . . and things worse than ghosts. Dispatched to Korous by the queen, master spies Alec and Seregil find all the excitement and danger they could want—and more. For an ancient evil has been awakened there, a
great power that will not rest until it has escaped its otherworldly prison and taken revenge on all that lives. And only those like Alec—who have died and returned to life—can step between the worlds and confront
the killer . . . even if it means a second and all too permanent death. Praise for Lynn Flewelling’s Casket of Souls “Full of intrigue and plots upon plots.”—RT Book Reviews
Awoken
The Boyscouts' Book of Campfire Stories
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The Pipes of War
Vampires in Europe
Markswoman

"The campfire for ages has been the place of council and friendship and story-telling. The mystic glow of the fire quickens the mind, warms the heart, awakens memories of
happy, glowing tales that fairly leap to the lips." Contains stories from Jack London, Ellis Parker Butler and others. Originally published in 1921.
The last escapee arrives, the final highlander meets his match, but time has run out for them both. When falconer Kiaran Mag Raith's kestrels find an unconscious woman on
their morning hunt, he expects that she is for him. But unlike the other women who have become the mates of his clan brothers, her tattoo does not match his. Yet Kiaran dares
to hope when he feels his cold heart stir for the first time in his long life. Lillias must take the name that Kiaran bestows on her because she can't remember her own. Nor does
she have any memory of the underworld, the other ladies, or the handsome falconer. All she has is the ancient Pritani pendant she wears and an inexplicable feeling of dread.
But as Lillias and Kiaran draw closer to one another and the puzzle of who she is, Galan leads the Sluath to their doorstep. While the clan makes ready as best as they can, Cul,
the castle's ancient occupant, sees his centuries long plan come to its final fruition.
Scotland--sweeping forests, tumbling waterfalls. . .and towering highlands where vampire warriors have ruled for centuries. Lethal and charismatic, vampire Lachlan McRae woke
on his first night to death and devastation--his clan slaughtered, his fortress destroyed. One hundred and fifty years later, driven to avenge the murder of everyone he loved, he's
ready to hunt down and kill the one vampire who was behind it all--Erskine Ross, the Vampire Lord of Scotland. Beautiful, smart, and cool under pressure, Julia Harper is
determined to prove she's more than a child of wealth and privilege. When a lifelong friend is murdered by vampires, she steps out of her role as an analyst for the CIA, and sets
out to take down one of the most powerful men in Scotland--the deadly Erskine Ross. Recruited by a friend to arrange contact between Lachlan and her best friend Cyn's mate,
the powerful Vampire Lord Raphael, Julia soon discovers that she and Lachlan want the same thing . . . Erskine's death. But when Erskine sets out to kill Julia instead, she and
Lachlan find themselves fighting for her life, and for a love that neither one of them can trust. "What can I always count on when I read one of these books? I can count on a
smoking hot, dangerous, over the top Alpha vampire Lord, an intelligent heroine that can hold her own." --La Deetda Reads D. B. Reynolds is the RT and EPIC Award-Winning
author of the Vampires in America series of paranormal romance, and an Emmy-nominated television sound editor. She lives in a flammable canyon near Los Angeles, and when
she's not writing her own books, she can usually be found reading someone else's. Visit her website for details on all of her books, for free stories and more.
Betrayal comes from where the team least expects it. Though the last of the Fae crystals have slipped from their grasp, Summer, Michael and Troy cannot give up the quest.
Returned to the present day and stunned by what they find, they make one final attempt to save the world from the destruction. But as they close in on the impossible goal, they
are not alone.
Beloved Stranger
The Nightrunner Series, Book 7
A Scottish Time Travel Romance
The Highland Clans of Scotland: Their History and Traditions
Gavin (Immortal Highlander Book 5)
ARCTIC EXPOSURE A Passage to Passion Novel A gorgeous survival guide. A deadly whiteout. A cozy igloo. To the rest of the world, photojournalist Emily DuBois is the girl
who has it all: beauty, talent, and the ultimate, adventure, dream job. But her talent with the camera masks a dark secret-one so deep that she doesn't know it exists. Austin
Atoruk can hardly believe his good luck. He gets to demonstrate Arctic survival techniques for the the camera, for a woman who could model in front of it. But a freak accident
ends everything. As Austin struggles to save Emily's life, an enormous whiteout isolates them. As they cling to each other for life, it isn't just survival they find, but love. Arctic
Exposure is a standalone, adventure romance in the Passage to Passion collection. If you like a hunky hero who's yet to actually be with a woman, a conflicted heroine, and tons
of spine-chilling action-along with steamy romance-you're in the right place.
Time is an illusion and love the only reality. On her way to a reenactment of a medieval festival in Scotland, Amber McPhee loses control of her car. She plunges into the waters
of Loch Ness and back through centuries to the arms of a handsome Highlander. The immortal warrior Lachlan MacAlpin rescues a mysterious woman from Loch Ness, believing
she is the one who haunts his dreams, the one foretold to release him from the bloodlust that threatens to consume him. He takes her under his protection, but falling in love with
her is not part of his plan, since the prophecy predicts she will leave him as suddenly as she appeared. Their eternal bond shatters the barriers of time, but how can they triumph
over a deadly foe bent on destroying their love and everything Lachlan holds dear?
Barcelona -- exquisite architecture, masterful artists, and just down the coast, an ancient fortress where an old and powerful vampire lives...and rules all of Spain. Tall, dark, and
deadly, vampire Xavier Prospero Flores waded through blood to destroy his enemies and reach the pinnacle of vampire society--Vampire Lord. He has only one regret in his long
life, and that’s the day he rejected the advances of Layla Casales. She’d been too innocent, too naïve, and far too young. But she’d also been his. Layla Casales was only
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nineteen when she left Spain, brokenhearted and humiliated by Xavier’s rejection. But now, ten years later, the ties of family are pulling her back, not only to Spain, but to
Xavier’s fortress. Her father, the vampire lord’s military commander, is critically ill. Layla has spent years fighting on battlefields around the world, so when her father asks her to
come home, she can’t say no. Though Xavier’s rule began on the ashes of his enemies, it’s not vampires trying to kill him now--it’s humans. He needs to eliminate his enemy
before more of his people die. Layla arrives just in time to help, but while she came for her father, the minute she and Xavier see each other, desire burns as hotly as if they’d
never been apart. Xavier isn’t going to let her go this time. But before they can rediscover the love they walked away from, they must first keep each other alive. Praise for the
author: "... guaranteed to give you all the tingles!!! A SEXUAL TENSION PACKED GEM!!" --AddictedtoRomance.org on LACHLAN "...this is the series to try--if you haven’t
already. There’s always plenty of action, life and death moments, romance and really hot sexy times as well." --Delightedreader.com on LACHLAN "D.B. Reynolds has delivered
a master class in what paranormal romance is meant to be." --KT Book Reviews on LUCIFER About the Author: D. B. Reynolds is the RT and EPIC Award-Winning author of the
Vampires in America series of paranormal romance, and an Emmy-nominated television sound editor. She lives in a flammable canyon near Los Angeles, and when she’s not
writing her own books, she can usually be found reading someone else’s. Visit her blog at www.dbreynolds.com for details on all of her books, for free stories and more.
Though his body is healed, a modern-day vet in medieval Scotland must find a way to mend his heart. Though Gavin McShane is happy for his sister and her new life, his own
has foundered. As he tries to recover from his lover's betrayal, he finds solace in the work of being a fisherman in the Orkneys. On his tiny island he finds relief in seclusion-until
he meets the ghostly Blue Lady of Marr. Young druidess Catriona Haral is no phantom. But her hidden existence has made her seem so, even to herself. When Gavin wanders
into her secret glen, she wonders if she's found a reason to want to live again. But Catriona wasn't hiding on a whim. When her reasons are revealed, the might of the McDonnel
clan and the judgement of the druids land at her doorstep.
Eternal Knight
A Soul Gatherer Novel
Broden
Evander (Immortal Highlander Book 3)
The Inscription
A woman from the present day will do anything to escape the ordeal of medieval Scotland. But will she betray the man she loves? Lily Stover can no longer cope. Nothing in her
previous life as a chef could have prepared her for her grim new reality. Starvation, beatings, and daily terror are her routines. The only flicker of hope is the memory of the massive
warrior who once fought to free her. She can still see his golden eyes glaring into hers. War Master Cadeyrn can no longer sleep. His dreams are haunted by the lovely lass whose
face silently pleads to him for help. His patrols range further and further, driven by that vision. But when he finally finds her stumbling through the forest, he embraces a future that
is not what it seems.
A Golden Heart winner for Best Paranormal Romance. For centuries Lachlan MacGregor has battled demon thieves for the souls of the dead, carrying out his pledge to deliver them
into Heaven or Hell. But his greatest challenge as a Soul Gatherer is now among the living. Struggling to connect with her troubled teenage daughter Emily, artist Rachel Lewis turns
to her enigmatic yet strangely compelling neighbor Lachlan for advice. As Lachlan soon discovers, the young girl has fallen victim to a seductive demon—a specter from the past
using the unsuspecting women to fulfill an ancient prophecy and settle a hellish score with Lachlan himself. In the race to save Emily and avert a disastrous power shift among the
deities, Rachel and Lachlan forge an uncommon bond. But how can Lachlan tell the mortal woman he’s falling in love with that the next soul he’s been enlisted to gather—and
deliver beyond—is her daughter’s? “Fast-paced, dangerously sex, and full of fun!”—Kathryn Smith, USA Today bestselling author “A phenomenal debut! A refreshingly unique and
vividly realized world with dark dangers.”—Sylvia Day, national bestselling author
Rumors swirl around Dredthorne Hall like snowflakes in a blizzard: the handsome war hero who lives there never sleeps; he never allows women to enter; worst of all, the Hall is
haunted. But Meredith Starling will hear none of it. Instead she finds it enchanting. Though prone to accidents and mishaps, Meredith rides by the Hall at every opportunity. For her
the rundown manor evokes a grander time. She looks past the broken gate and moss covered statues and sees the imposing facade's elegant lines and graceful charm. In fact, she is
determined to see inside. But Colonel Alistair Thorne rebuffs all callers without exception--and not for the sake of being a recluse. He avoids women because of his family curse. The
master of Dredthorne is doomed to fall in love with a lady who spends a night at the Hall. Though love would be welcome, its consequences would not. All of the mistresses of
Dredthorne have vanished, gone mad, or suddenly died.
He would defy the boundaries of time for one night in her arms . . . He was a mighty Scottish warrior who lived in a world bound by ancient laws and timeless magic. But no immortal
powers could prepare the laird of Castle Brodie for the lovely accursed lass who stood before him. A terrible trick of fate had sent her 700 years back in time and into his private
chamber to tempt him with her beauty—and seduce him with a desire he could never fulfill. For this woman he burned to possess was also the woman he had foresworn to destroy.
When Lisa felt the earth move under her feet, the fiercely independent 21st-century woman never dreamed she was falling . . . into another century. But the powerful, naked warrior
who stood glaring down at her was only too real . . . and too dangerously arousing. Irresistibly handsome he might be, but Lisa had no intention of remaining in this savage land torn
by treachery and war. How could she know that her seductive captor had other plans for her . . . plans that would save her from a tragic fate? Or that this man who had long ago
forsaken love would defy time itself to claim her for his own. . . .
Demon Angel
Falling for Angels
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Highland Vampire
Xavier
Triplets For The Billionaire
An order of magical-knife wielding female assassins brings both peace and chaos to their post-apocalyptic world in this bewitching blend of science fiction and epic fantasy—the
first entry in a debut duology that displays the inventiveness of the works of Sarah Beth Durst and Marie Lu. Kyra is the youngest Markswoman in the Order of Kali, one of a
handful of sisterhoods of highly trained elite warriors. Armed with blades whose metal is imbued with magic and guided by a strict code of conduct, the Orders are sworn to keep
the peace and protect the people of Asiana. Kyra has pledged to do so—yet she secretly harbors a fierce desire to avenge her murdered family. When Tamsyn, the powerful and
dangerous Mistress of Mental Arts, assumes control of the Order, Kyra is forced on the run. She is certain that Tamsyn committed murder in a twisted bid for power, but she has
no proof. Kyra escapes through one of the strange Transport Hubs that are the remnants of Asiana’s long-lost past and finds herself in the unforgiving wilderness of a desert that is
home to the Order of Khur, the only Order composed of men. Among them is Rustan, a disillusioned Marksman whose skill with a blade is unmatched. He understands the
desperation of Kyra’s quest to prove Tamsyn’s guilt, and as the two grow closer, training daily on the windswept dunes of Khur, both begin to question their commitment to their
Orders. But what they don’t yet realize is that the line between justice and vengeance is thin . . . as thin as the blade of a knife.
In a place she doesn't belong, in a time that is not her own, a shattered woman risks everything for the one thing she's never had-love. When Kinley Chandler abruptly lands in
medieval Scotland, there isn't much she's leaving behind. With her body shattered and her military career over, Kinley has resigned herself to death. But in the past, all that
changes. Lachlan McDonnel, the laird of a clan of immortal highlanders, can hardly believe his good fortune. Not only does the mysterious lass save his life, she awakens his heart
in a way he'd thought no longer possible. But the druid spells that allow Lachlan's clan to live forever have a dark side as well. He and his men know all too well that the magic folk
never give without taking. Though he is sworn to protect them, the price of his loyalty may finally be too high.
Start with a clan of immortal highlanders. Add my Angels cheerleading squad. Mix in druids and time travel, and that's just where our story begins. Did I mention that our plane to
Scotland crashed? It wasn't part of the plan. But when all the members of the Highland Angels cheerleading team came through the portal, the plan didn't matter. We'd finally
returned to Clan McGillean, the immortal warriors who'd been waiting for us in medieval Scotland. Did I mention they're gorgeous? But they weren't the only ones on the lookout
for us. Let's just say that coaching the squad involved dealing with shape-shifters, dark magic, and crazy new powers, not to mention some romantic tangles that got a
bit...complicated. Talk about a rough landing.
The Book of Buried Treasure is a historical account of pirates and piracy, containing true stories of some of the most notorious buccaneers, their heists and robberies and the
pirate gold that is lost forever. The book is written by American journalist and adventurer Ralph D. Paine who was indicted for piracy with a capital crime, after sailing on a boat
that was smuggling munitions._x000D_ Table of Contents:_x000D_ The World-Wide Hunt for Vanished Riches_x000D_ Captain Kidd in Fact and Fiction_x000D_ Captain Kidd, His
Treasure_x000D_ Captain Kidd, His Trial, and Death_x000D_ The Wondrous Fortune of William Phips_x000D_ The Bold Sea Rogue, John Quelch_x000D_ The Armada Galleon of
Tobermory Bay_x000D_ The Lost Plate Fleet of Vigo_x000D_ The Pirates' Hoard of Trinidad_x000D_ The Lure of Cocos Island_x000D_ The Mystery of the Lutine Frigate_x000D_
The Toilers of the Thetis_x000D_ The Quest of El Dorado_x000D_ The Wizardry of the Divining Rod_x000D_ Sundry Pirates and Their Booty_x000D_ Practical Hints for Treasure
Seekers
A Highland Guard Novel
A Passage to Passion Novel
Cadeyrn (Immortal Highlander, Clan Skaraven Book 2)
Warrior's Redemption
Historical Records of the 79th Queen's Own Cameron Highlanders
The Viking king Authun leads his men on a raid against an Anglo-Saxon village. Men and women are killed indiscriminately, but Authun demands that no child be touched. He is acting on
prophecy—a prophecy which tells him that the Saxons have stolen a child from the gods. If Authun, in turn, takes the child and raises him as an heir, the child will lead his people to glory. But
Authun discovers not one child, but twin baby boys. After ensuring that his faithful warriors, witnesses to what has happened, die during the raid, Authun takes the children and their mother
home, back to the witches who live on the troll wall. And he places his destiny in their hands. So begins a stunning multivolume fantasy epic that will take a werewolf from his beginnings as the
heir to a brutal Viking king down through the ages. It is a journey that will see him hunt for his lost love through centuries and lives, and see the endless battle between the wolf, Odin, and Loki,
the eternal trickster, spill over into countless bloody conflicts from our history and our lives. This is the myth of the werewolf as it has never been told before and marks the beginning of an
extraordinary new fantasy series. From the Trade Paperback edition.
Let these seductive tales of everlasting romance transport you to a world where the most dangerous desires awaken after dark. . . "Kiss of the Vampire," Hannah Howell Seeking the truth of his
tortured heritage at court, Jankyn McNachton finds something he never expected--true desire. Efrica Callan is beautiful, innocent, and possessed of a courageous heart. She spurns the men
who court her dowry, but all Jankyn can offer this lovely creature of light is life in the darkness--and in his arms. . . "His Eternal Bride," Adrienne Basso Suspecting her of murdering her
husband, Callum, on their wedding night, Maev McCloskey's clan has banished her to a remote tower. There, she dreams of her dead love--and the passion they never knew in life. But soon she
wonders if the seductive, mysterious Callum of her sleeping mind is real--and, if he is, whether joining him in his world would be an act of courage. . .or of madness. . . "To Tame the Beast,"
Deborah Raleigh In revenge for the curse that has forever banished him to the shadows, the creature called the Beast of MacDonnell demands the firstborn female child of each generation.
Isobella's sister is soon to suffer this fate--unless Isobella can save her. Unafraid, she intends to confront the monster when she finds a strange man instead: a warrior with the face of an angel
and mesmerizing silver eyes who tempts her like no other. . .
RITA Finalist for Historical Romance Scotland’s King Robert the Bruce is retaking his kingdom from the invading English. To win, he’ll need all the grit and courage of his elite band of
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warriors, the Highland Guard, men who fight without fear and love without limits. Fiery, aggressive, and bold, Kenneth Sutherland is a true champion—skilled with any weapon and driven to win.
Now Kenneth is ready for his greatest challenge: joining Robert the Bruce’s secret army to fight among the elite. Kenneth’s best chance to attain that honor is by winning the Highland Games.
Focused and prepared for victory, he is caught off guard by a lovely wisp of a woman—and a stolen moment of wicked seduction. Her innocent arousal and her shameless hunger fire his blood.
He will win his place in the guard—and in Mary of Mar’s bed. The ruggedly handsome hero-in-the-making stirs a heart that should know better. Mary vows that her surrender will be sport
only—no promises, no heartbreak, just one night of incredible passion. Nothing, she swears, will persuade her to give up her hard-wrought independence and put her fate in the hands of
another powerful man. But with every gentle touch and heart-pounding kiss, Kenneth makes her want more. Now Mary wants his heart. But is this determined champion willing to surrender
everything for love?
In this sizzling new collection, three women fall under the spell of three irresistible vampires who promise to satisfy their every desire. . . "Highland Blood" by Hannah Howell When Adeline
Dunbar finds an abandoned baby on her doorstep, she sets out to find his clan. Attacked by a group of demon hunters, Adeline tries to flee her rescuer, vampire Lachann MacNachton. But
escaping Lachann proves useless--as does denying the primal hunger he stirs deep within her. . . "Taken by Darkness" by Alexandra Ivy The daughter of a witch, Juliet Lawrence has inherited
magical powers--powers that could be quite useful to Victor, Marquess DeRosa, London's most powerful vampire. But that's not all Victor desires of Juliet. He wants the unpredictable beauty in
his bed--and he is accustomed to getting what he wants. . . "Immortal Dreams" by Kaitlin O'Riley Beautiful widow Grace Sutton is haunted by recurring dreams of a past life and a mysterious,
handsome stranger. When Grace meets Stuart Phillips, Lord Radcliffe--the vampire who has been searching for her for over a century--her sensual dreams soon come true in the most
unforgettable way. . .
A Gothic Romance
Drawn Into Darkness
The Immortal Highlander
The Book of Buried Treasure

Given by Eugene Edge III.
A Record of the Achievements of Pipers of Scottish and Overseas Regiments During the War, 1914-18
Yours For Eternity
A History of Moray and Nairn
Lachlan
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